PRIVACY STATEMENT

CHD EEFTING LANDBOUWSPUITAMCHINES B.V. / CHD EXPORT B.V.

(1) Collection and use of personal data of customers, suppliers and other contractors
We would like to draw your attention to the fact that we will collect and use the personal data that you provide to us as this is necessary to
conclude and execute any agreement with you. This applies both to our (potential) customers and to parties with whom we purchase goods and /
or services. If you are a (potential) customer of us, we use your data to send you a quotation, to be able to determine which specifications or
wishes a specific item or service has to meet, to be able to deliver goods or to be able to carry out work for you, provide invoices and communicate
with you smoothly and efficiently about the implementation aspects of the agreement.
If you are a (potential) supplier or other contractor, your personal details are also necessary for the conclusion and execution of the agreement. In
purchasing this is necessary to let you know to which specifications or wishes a particular item or service in our opinion must comply, we can send
you a request for a quotation or we can place an order with you, we can pay your invoices and communicate with you about other aspects of the
agreement quickly and efficiently. You are not obliged to provide us with your personal data. If you provide us with insufficient or insufficient
personal data, then it is possible that we can’t perform the aforementioned activities.

(2) Transfer to third parties
In connection with the implementation of a possible agreement with you, it is possible that we must provide your personal data to parties who
supply parts, materials and products to us or carry out work on our instructions. We also use internal server space for the storage of (parts of) our
sales and purchasing administration, which includes your personal data. We also use Microsoft Office and the associated storage facilities for emails and other files. The personal data are handled and secured with the utmost care.

(3) Retention period personal data
If you have become our client or we become your client, we will retain all financial data for the duration of seven years after the end of the financial
year in which the agreement with you has been fully executed. The seven-year period corresponds to the period in which we are obliged to keep
our administration for the Tax Authorities. After this period we will delete your financial data. Other data such as personal data and sales data (such
as quotations, orders, machine vouchers, customer data) of the sprayers will be retained, because these data are necessary for, for example, tradein or see the specification of the sprayer.

(4) Camera-surveillance
CHD Eefting Landbouwspuitmachines BV uses two camera’s to survey the building. One is placed at the back wall of the building and one is placed
at the personals-entry. CHD Eefting placed the camera’s to survey the building against un-allowed entry and destruction of our property. When
one of these things occur, we will use the video’s to find the responsible persons. The video material is stored on a recorder for one month. After
one month the video is deleted automatically. The recorder can only be operated by staff that have the code to enter the recorder. This code is
guarded by the system manager.

(5) Your rights
You have the right to ask us to view your own personal data. If there is reason to do so, you can also request us to supplement your personal
details or to change inaccuracies. You also have the right to request that we delete your personal data or limit the use of your personal data. You
can also object to the collection and use of your data or file a complaint with the Dutch Data Protection Authority. Finally, you can request us to
obtain your personal data or transfer that data to another person.
In order to exercise your rights, you can contact: CHD Eefting Landbouwpuitmachines BV, Ruiten A Kanaal Nood 6, NL-9561 TE, Ter Apel, The
Netherlands, telephone 0031-599-588030 and info@chdeefting.com Also with questions or for more information about collecting and using your
personal data you can of course contact us.
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